November is an important month for the military community as it is Veterans and Military Families Month. For HunterSeven
Foundation, celebrating, honoring, and supporting the Veterans and their families is a daily occurrence. They are our why
and the inspiration for the work we do. We are deeply committed to discovering health trends as they relate to military
exposures and educating this population about their exposures and proactive healthcare measures.

We've been on the forefront of talking about cancers within the military community, and we lead this conversation by
promoting researched-based statics, along with personal accounts of exposures and illness. Combining this information
is important because data is critical for validating the health trends and the personal stories drive home the fact that this
is a real problem, impacting real families. In honor of Veterans and Military Families Month, we've launched the

HunterSeven Heroes & Hope Wall, dedicated to sharing the stories of those that have struggled with cancer or
illnesses.

We encourage you to visit the wall and share your story of a friend, family member, or teammate that has lost their battle
with, is fighting, or is a survivor of cancer. These stories are critical in demonstrating the impact cancer has on the
military community.

A mosaic is an image made of smaller pieces of varying color and covering a surface to create a larger image.
The Heroes & Hope Wall is a virtual mosaic made in support of those fighting illness and in memory of military
service members who we lost to toxic exposure-related illnesses. In a perfect world, there would not be enough
faces to create such an image. Sadly, in 2021 alone, HunterSeven has been notified of the deaths of far too many
members of the military community to fill a significant portion of this mosaic. With cancer in the military on the
rise, this is sure to grow.

Each small image shares a story of the triumphs, struggles, and every component of a human being’s life. These
stories have been submitted by parents, siblings, spouses, and children of those on the wall. We urge you to take
the time to read each story within the mosaic. By sharing the stories of those we have lost, we hope to effectively
create awareness and change in the way we approach emerging health trends.

The Heroes & Hope Wall will be accepting submissions through the month of November. Please share this link with
others if they'd like to tell their story or that of a loved one.

For the second year in a row, HunterSeven Foundation was selected to be the charitable partner of the
Hallomeme Madness bracket hosted by

@another_SF_meme_ page. The well-known memes page challenged IG

users with 1000+ followers to enter the competition, submitting military-themed memes daily for a chance at
bragging rights and the Hallomeme Madness championship. Each week, @another_SF_meme_page followers
voted for the funniest meme. In total, this year's Hallomeme event raised $44,000 for HunterSeven.

Congratulations to

@warandwarriorsofficial for being the Hallomeme Madness 2021 Champion!

Thank you to all the sponsors that have supported Hallomeme Madness 2021 and, most importantly, to the tribe for
making this a tremendous success. HunterSeven applies funds raised through the event to the Immediate Needs
Program to support individuals that require assistance with medical care, healthcare equipment, and
travel/lodging for medical appointments and treatments.

nder the guidance of Dr. Henry Friedman, Justin will begin targeted radiation in Florida. Join us in sending Justin
well wishes.

Forward Observations Group (FOG) has been a partner in our mission since 2020, donating over $40,000 to our
Foundation to support the Immediate Needs and Education Programs. FOG is a Las Vegas-based organization,
owned and operated by military Veterans who take real news reporting to a whole new, front line level. They are
very well-known in the military and Veteran communities for their raw and inspiring photography. They've curated
the images the FOG team has taken while in the field and repurposed them to tell a truthful story, as well as
artistically displayed them in coffee table books. The company also offers apparel, hats, shirts, and medical IFAKs.
Their success has enabled them to give back to the Veteran community, donating over $1 million to Veteran
support organizations.

HunterSeven Foundation will be participating in Wreaths Across America this year on Saturday, December 18th. As
a Foundation, we have many friends resting at Arlington, and it is our privilege to lay wreaths at their site this year.
HunterSeven is looking for volunteers to join us on December 18. If you are interested in volunteering, please
complete

this form by November 10. HunterSeven Foundation will host a reception and planning meeting for the

volunteers on Friday, December 17th.

If you are unable to attend but would like HunterSeven to lay a wreath on your behalf at the site of a loved one,
please submit

this form.

